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This funny and engaging comedy naturally brings out the charming connection that these two actors share as a
perfect casting pairing. Viewers will surely enjoy beautiful Hawaii scenery, and quirky and heartfelt moments
throughout this film. While definitely high on the ridiculous scale, this Hawaii action comedy film took home
several awards. Actor, Robert Downey Jr. The film follows the story of Matt King, played by George
Clooney. Based on the novel written by Kaui Hart Hemmings, a longtime Hawaii resident, this film not only
has historical relevance, but also a commonality that is definitely experienced in Hawaii today. Filmed in in
California and Hawaii, this movie is as feel good as it gets with hysterical too-real dialogue, and a great cast of
characters. Starring AnnaSophia Robb as Bethany, this film expresses how Bethany Hamilton overcame her
fears, and the odds of professionally surfing after a shark attack led to her losing her left arm as a teenager.
Shown through the lens as a sort of a drama, sport and biographically infused film, this movie definitely
portrays the strength, spirituality and humility of one of the most recognizable and talented female surfers
known to date. Bethany Hamilton is an everyday star in Hawaii. After years of research, scientists found a way
to genetically engineer a new breed of dinosaur. Unfortunately, it goes terrible wrong, and the adventure
unfolds! All four of the Jurassic Park movies have been filmed in parts throughout the Hawaiian Islands, and
there is apparent talk of a fifth addition that will be released in The premiere was held at Pearl Harbor aboard
the carrier USS John Stennis, and although the love story in the movie was not well-received by critics or
viewers, the depiction of the attacks at Pearl Harbor have been praised and agreed upon as reflective of the
true situation experienced by many survivors and witnesses. Directed and written by Paul Thomas Anderson,
here is yet again another funny flick starring Adam Sandler as the main character. Rated R for strong language
and sexual dialogue, you will find that although this is a comedy, it leans towards a more mature audience due
to subjects and themes that are brought up throughout the film. The poster cover design for the film was shot
at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel in Waikiki. The real fun begins while the two get to know one another while in
survival mode. The plane crashes once, then twice, and the two are off of an adventurous plot that surely
entertains all viewers. The bold pilot Harrison Ford and the main character played by Anne Heche soon fall for
each other, and the rest is left for you to see on screen! The main character is played by Kate Bosworth in her
early years, and she is as recognizable as ever with her two-toned eyes. The movie has a cameo role with
famous female surfer Keala Kennelly, one of the other surfers in competition with Anne Marie. The storyline
is about Jack Ryan Owen Wilson , also a surfer, and a guy with a small time con-artist past that ventures to
bigger and better things in Hawaii. Jack soon finds a tempting friend, and a pack of big time criminal bandits
as the movie unfolds. This film was originally rated R due to sexual content, nudity and language, but
somehow squeaked through with a PG13 rating after they removed some of the more revealing scenes. Indiana
Jones is an archeological professor who sets out to South America in search of a golden statue. The film opens
into traps, adventure and escape, and continues when Dr. Jones gets word from Marcus Brody, a museum
curator. She falls in love with a French ex-patriate plantation owner, and finds much personal discovery when
learning to accept his children. When watching this film, viewers will gain much knowledge on the
complications of loving relationships, various pre-civil rights dispositions on racial equality, and more. This
film helped put Kauai on the map for future film sites thanks to its sweeping beauty and dramatic, picturesque
landscapes. All set before the bombings of Pearl Harbor, a romance unfolds between Prewitt and social club
server, Lorene Donna Reed. One of the most famous love scenes ever filmed to date was between Burt
Lancaster and Deborah Kerr on a beach in Hawaii. See more about it here. While hiding in backroom art
studios as the real painter, her husband stole and idolized himself in the glory. In the end, divorce and justice
are served. All art and drama lovers will enjoy watching this film with wonderfully vintage costume and set
designs. Parts filmed in Hawaii reveal a classic Hawaii genre when Waikiki was the most popular destination
in Hawaii. Hawaii is where Margaret Keane begins to heal from trauma, and rediscovers her inner strength as
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a woman and a celebrated artist. The culprits of this film are called the ex-presidents because they wear the
masks of President Reagan, Carter, Nixon and Johnson when they rob banks. Keanu Reeves actually learned
how to surf for this role, and still surfs today. The late Patrick Swayze RIP was an avid skydiver in real life;
performed his own skydiving stunts in this film. The Malibu, CA beach where the football game is being
played in the beginning of this film is called Leo Carillo Beach. With gratuitous use of over-the-top fight
scenes, nonsensical story lines, bad acting, explosions, and a Frisbee with razors and a mutant snake, this is
definitely one you have to watch for pure humor sake. More movies filmed in Hawaii include: Honeymoon in
Vegas, Hawaii, Tora! We hope you enjoyed our list of the Top 20 Movies Filmed in Hawaii. What are your
favorite movies filmed in Hawaii? Let us know in the comments section below!
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This statute provides that a name may be legally changed by an administrative order of the Lieutenant
Governor upon a notarized petition, signed by the person requesting the change of name. If one parent cannot
be located or does or does not give consent, they may obtain a change of name through Family Court. For
more information, please contact Family Court on your island. Forms should be downloaded from the website
and opened in Adobe Acrobat. After completing forms, please print. Free Adobe Acrobat Reader: Please use
the name change forms provided above or the Online Name Change System only. Non-conforming documents
will be rejected. No personal checks will be accepted. Petitioner should take or mail the Notice to the
Honolulu Star-Advertiser with applicable publication fee. The Notice must be published within 60 calendar
days upon date signed by Lt. Failure to publish the Notice within 60 calendar days automatically voids the
Petition. If errors are detected after publication, the cost to republish the Notice will be the responsibility of
the Petitioner. Upon publication 1 day only the newspaper will send an affidavit to the Petitioner, which
confirms the publication of the Notice of Change of name. An original affidavit will also be sent to the Office
of the Lt. Governor will sign the Order. For more information, contact the Bureau of Conveyances at To
complete the legal change of name on your birth certificate, you must submit a certified copy of the Name
Change Order and Petition. All fees subject to change without notification, for more information call the
Department of Health, Vital Statistics Office at You either mail or hand carry your documents to the: Check
with the Bureau of Vital Records in the state or country of your birth or marriage if you wish to amend your
certificate s. Most States require a Court Order before amending a birth or marriage certificate.
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Under the federal and state constitutions, persons charged with serious crimes have the right to a jury trial.
Additionally, the constitution provides the right to a jury trial to all parties in certain civil cases. A jury must
be made up of persons who are randomly selected from a cross section of the population. After it makes the
list, the court randomly selects names and mails out questionnaires to those persons. This questionnaire helps
the court find people who are qualified to sit on a jury. Who is qualified to serve on a jury? Is a United States
citizen a person born or naturalized in the U. You will receive a Juror Summons by mail a few weeks before
the date that you must show up at court. Please refer to your Participant Number, which you can find on the
first page of your summons. If you are checking after 5: Check back after If your trial is rescheduled, you will
hear the NEW date and location you must show up at court. Call back or check the website for updated
instructions after 5: Refer to your summons. If you sent in a request to be excused and your request was
denied, you will hear the date you must show up at court. You may ask the court to postpone defer your jury
service by writing or calling the court and providing an explanation of your situation. The court may or may
not defer your jury service if you have a scheduling conflict or for other legitimate reasons, but you are only
allowed one deferral each time you are summoned. Requests to be deferred MUST be in writing. Who can be
excused exempt from jury service? You may ask to be exempt from jury service if you: Are an elected official
who is being asked to serve during the legislative session. Are a practicing physician or dentist. Are active
duty military or armed forces personnel and deployed out-of-state. Are Police, Fire or emergency Medical
Services personnel. Live more than 70 miles from the court that issued the Juror Summons. Are 80 years old
or older. If any of these exemptions apply, you may claim the exemption when you receive the Juror
Questionnaire. These exemptions are optional, so if you do not claim it, you may receive a Juror Summons to
serve on a jury. Anyone else who wishes to be excused from jury duty must make a request to the court in
writing. You may ask to be excused from jury duty because of a serious personal hardship. For example, you
may be excused if you have caregiving responsibilities and there is no one who can take your place. You may
also ask to be excused because of a disability or medical condition. Written requests for excusal from jury duty
must be mailed to the court listed on the summons and postmarked at least two 2 weeks prior to your
appearance date. Also include reasons why you are asking to be excused and supporting documents i. The
request must be signed by the summoned juror. If you do not receive a response, your request has not been
granted and you are expected to appear in court as summoned. Yes, breast-feeding mothers should call their
Jury Pool Office for instructions on how to be excused from jury service. Should breast-feeding mothers wish
to serve, an accommodation will be made for expressing milk click here for contact information. May I submit
my request to be excused or deferred from jury service via the Jury Information Line or the Website? No, not
at this time. We hope to provide this service in the near future. May I be excused? If you do not fully
understand the English language, you must still appear in person on the date you are summoned and request to
be excused by the court. A family member or friend who can speak English may accompany you to provide
assistance. Please contact the Jury Staff and let them know what type of assistance you will need. If you
cannot be reasonably accommodated, you may ask to be excused by providing copies of documents verifying
your condition. We have multiple parties in our household with the same name. How do we know who the
summons is for? Contact the Jury Staff click here for contact information [Back to Top] How does a person
get chosen to sit on a jury? If you receive a Juror Summons, you must show up at court on the date printed in
the Summons. You will join other people who have been summoned for jury duty. The court will randomly
select names from the people in your group. If your name is called, you will be asked to sit in the jury box.
The attorneys in the case, and sometimes the judge, will ask you questions. When you have answered all of the
questions, you will either be chosen to sit on the jury or be excused. This process usually takes one day, but
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may take longer in some cases. If you are chosen as a juror, you must serve for the entire trial and
deliberations. Many trials last about 3 to 4 days. Some may be longer, depending on the type of trial. The
judge will tell you how long the trial is expected to last. The attorneys and judge try to schedule trials as best
as they can, but unexpected matters always come up. There are many instances during a trial where the judge
and attorneys must discuss legal matters that the jury is not allowed to hear. You may bring reading material,
work or craft items. Leave all scissors, pocket knives and other such items at home or they will be confiscated.
The court is open from 7: If you are chosen as a juror, you should plan on staying the entire day at court.
Secure and lock your car as the Judiciary is not responsible for any damage or theft of your vehicle. If you
choose to drive, please allow yourself extra time to find parking. You might find it easier to take the bus or
have someone drop you off. First Circuit Court Punchbowl St. The court will validate your ticket. Jurors may
also park in metered stalls near the courthouse. Do not feed the meters. Check for restrictions such as tow
away and no parking zones. The court will not be held responsible for anyone who violates such parking
restrictions. More information about parking is provided on the summons and during your orientation. District
Court Alakea St. Parking is also available in the municipal lots. Get a receipt from the parking lot attendant
and submit the receipt to the court for a refund. Parking is also available on the street, but please observe the
posted signs. Parking is available in the municipal lot off of Market Street. Street parking in the 2-hour zones
on Wells and Main Streets is also available. A parking permit will be issued to you and must be prominently
displayed on the dashboard of your vehicle. Do not park in the Courthouse building metered parking areas, the
County Parking lot or any other metered parking areas. Parking in the nearby County areas will result in a
ticket, which you are responsible for paying. You may park in any metered stall in Hilo and in the marked
parking stalls in Kona. Refer to the map sent with your summons for directions. For all Circuits, on the first
day you report, all jurors will go through orientation that may include a minutes informational video and will
answer questions on how to fill out payment cards, parking, and other matters. The courts do not have strict
dress codes but encourage you to dress appropriately: Many courtrooms are cold so you may wish to bring a
jacket or sweater. Gum chewing, drinking, eating, and smoking are not permitted in court. No sunglasses
should be worn in the Courtroom, with the exception of prescription glasses. Do not bring children to court.
Child Care is not available. You should call the court to which you are assigned as soon as possible. Call the
Jury Staff to obtain the telephone number of the court you are assigned to. Can I take notes during the trial?
Jurors will be allowed to take notes during trial unless there are exceptional circumstances. Does the court
provide a jury lounge?
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He attended kindergarten in â€” at Noelani Elementary School in Honolulu. Senate campaign in a press
release by Illinois political candidate Andy Martin , [28] and, according to a Los Angeles Times editorial, as
Internet rumors. In April of that year, anonymous e-mails from supporters of Hillary Clinton repeated the
same rumor, [30] including a Clinton Iowa campaign worker, who was fired for sending the e-mail. Berg , a
former member of the Democratic State Committee of Pennsylvania, brought an unsuccessful lawsuit against
Obama , which alleged "that Obama was born in Mombasa, Kenya. It is a "Certification of Live Birth",
sometimes referred to as a short form birth certificate, and contains less information than the longer
"Certificate of Live Birth", which Hawaii no longer issues. Barring some vast conspiracy within the Hawaii
State Department of Health, there is no reason to think his [original] birth certificate would have any different
data. It was claimed that the use of the term "certification of live birth" on the first document means it is not
equivalent to a "birth certificate". These arguments have been debunked numerous times by media
investigations, [8] every judicial forum that has addressed the matter, and Hawaiian government
officialsâ€”among whom a consensus has been reached that the document released by the Obama campaign is
indeed his official birth certificate. It was asserted that the certificate had been digitally forged with Adobe
Photoshop and lacked a stamped seal of the state, which led them to demand that Obama release his "original"
birth certificate. Leftist Politics and the Cult of Personality , told Fox News that "the campaign has a false,
fake birth certificate posted on their website We conclude that it meets all of the requirements from the State
Department for proving U. Claims that the document lacks a raised seal or a signature are false. We have
posted high-resolution photographs of the document as "supporting documents" to this article. Obama was
born in the U. Linda Lingle , has ever instructed that this vital record be handled in a manner different from
any other vital record in the possession of the State of Hawaii. Chiyome Fukino, director of the Hawaii State
Department of Health, have seen the original vital records maintained on file by the Hawaii State Department
of Health verifying Barack Hussein Obama was born in Hawaii and is a natural-born American citizen. I have
nothing further to add to this statement or my original statement issued in October , over eight months ago.
Wisch added that state law does not authorize photocopying such records. You can try it yourself at home.
Hughey has cited many of the claims as evidence of racial " othering " of Obama against the conflation of the
White Anglo-Saxon Protestant WASP subject as the ideal and authentic American citizen. Whether Obama
having been born outside the U. The tape is cut off in the middle of the conversation, before the passage in
which she clarifies her meaning: She says he was born in Hawaii. Have these people ever bothered you or
asked for his birth certificate? Bowen lawsuit, in which the plaintiffs asked for a judicial order that Obama
provide documentation that he is a natural-born citizen of the United States. Legal papers submitted describe
the document as an "unauthenticated color photocopy of certified copy of registration of birth". You could not
get a certificate saying you were born in Honolulu. The state has to verify a fact like that for it to appear on the
certificate". Such notices were sent to newspapers routinely by the Hawaii Department of Health. There was in
fact no such ban. A New York Times article and U. State Department travel advisories from make it clear that
travel to Pakistan by U. It falsely claimed that Obama applied to Occidental College under the name "Barry
Soetoro" claiming to be "a foreign student from Indonesia" in order to obtain a Fulbright scholarship which
does not exist for undergraduate students from Indonesia. The Liberty Legal Foundation has cited a passage in
the decision on an voting rights case which came before the U. Supreme Courtâ€” Minor v. Happersett â€”in
which the court stated there was no doubt that "all children born in a country of parents who were its citizens"
were natural-born citizens. Governor of the State of Indiana Dual citizenship Others, including New Jersey
attorney Leo Donofrio , have falsely claimed that a person cannot be a natural-born citizen if he is a dual
citizen at birth. Obama therefore automatically lost his Kenyan citizenship on his 23rd birthday in , by failing
to formally renounce any non-Kenyan citizenship and swear an oath of allegiance to Kenya. The current
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Kenyan constitution effective since permits dual citizenship, but requires those who lost Kenyan citizenship
prior to to complete a registration process in order to regain citizenship. Berg describes himself as a "moderate
to liberal" Democrat who backed Hillary Clinton for president. Senate election , served as a diplomat in the
Reagan administration , and is currently a media personality and self-described "conservative political
activist". Schulz , a tax protester and activist who placed full-page advertisements in the Chicago Tribune in
December arguing that Obama had been born in Kenya or had subsequently renounced U. Rush Limbaugh ,
Sean Hannity and Lou Dobbs have also broached the issue several times on their shows. And I got proof!
Nothing photoshopped about my birth certificate. Some of those "noxious elements" include a number of
avowed white-supremacist and neo-Nazi groups. Trump added, "Growing up no one knew him", [] a claim
ranked Pants-on-Fire by Politifact. Regarding the latest allegations from a sheriff in Arizona, they are untrue,
misinformed and misconstrue Hawaii law. He said he would submit his evidence to federal authorities.
Matthew Hill , one of a handful of Tennessee General Assembly members widely reported at the time to be
birthers, demanded in that newly-elected president Obama should be compelled to present Hill and other
Tennessee state legislators with a certified copy of his Hawaiian birth certificate. During The Matthew Hill
Show he stated: We need the truth. We need the documents unsealed. Senator from Alabama Richard Shelby
was asked if there was any truth to the rumors that Obama was not a natural-born citizen. You have to be born
in America to be president. No health records, no birth certificate. Palin responded, "I think the public
rightfully is still making it an issue. I think that is the valid and most possibly effective grounds to do it. Gibbs
went on to say, "You would normally expect better of somebody who held the position of Speaker of the
House, but look, it is political season, and most people will say anything, and Newt Gingrich does that on a,
genuinely, on a regular basis. Lingle and self-described "King of the Birthers" announced his candidacy to
seek the Republican nomination for the President of the United States.
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Some people think Hawaii is paradise. But Monk knows that dangerâ€”like dirtâ€”lurks everywhere. Look at
Helen Gruber, the rich tourist who took a fatal blow from a coconut. The police say it fell from a tree, but
Monk suspects otherwise. It was bad enough that Monk followed her on vacation, and now it looks as though
the vacation is over But finding the killer and proving Swift a fraudâ€”all while coping with geckos and the
horror of unsynchronized ceiling fansâ€”may prove a tough coconut to crack Barri Flowers Format Available:
Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle contains five full length bestselling suspense thriller novels by
bestselling crime writer R. A Leila Kahana Mystery is a police procedural medical mystery novel set in the
lush, deceptively idyllic tropical paradise of Hawaii. Maui County homicide detective and composite sketch
artist Leila Kahana and partner Detective Sergeant Blake Seymour investigate the execution-style murder of
two prominent doctors in an upscale condominium. As they interview suspects and collect evidence, more
doctors are murdered, making it clear to all that they have a ruthless and determined serial killer on their
hands. A Skye Delaney Mystery is a private investigator crime novel centered on the lush Hawaiian island of
Oahu. Ex-cop turned PI and security consultant Skye Delaney investigates the apparent suicide of ex-husband
and former prosecutor turned businessman, Carter Delaney, after he had hired her to learn if his new young
wife was having an affair. As the bodies continue to pile up, Skye puts her neck on the line to find out the
truth and nail a ruthless killer who has targeted her for death. Seduced to Kill in Kauai is a tropical island
novel of psychological and erotic suspense and financial intrigue. Pushing forty, Jack Burke was living the
good life as a successful advertising executive with a gorgeous wife in Hawaii before, in the blink of an eye,
his life began spiraling out of control. Temptation, infidelity, betrayal, deceit, and murder, leaves Jack left
wondering if there is any way out. Or will he lose everything, including possibly his life? Private investigator
Eddie Naku is hired by attractive divorcee Kathryn Higuchi to investigate the murder of her sister, Suzette
Higuchi-Bordeau, the wife of a well-known criminal defense attorney who was gunned down in a shopping
center parking lot in the Upcountry region of Pukalani. What seems like a routine case for the ex-police
detective turns into a complex murder mystery as Naku uncovers a web of lies, deceit, arms trafficking,
infidelity, seduction, betrayal, and more murders as he tries to solve a deadly crime and avoid becoming a
victim. Murder on Kaanapali Beach: A Leila Kahana Mystery is the 2nd book in this popular series. In a
seemingly unrelated case, Detectives Rachel Lancaster and Trent Ferguson investigate the execution-style
murder of businessman Parker Breslin in front of his Kihei home. While the two murder investigations
progress with a myriad of suspects, a surprising connection between the cases and crimes emerges. As the
cases move full steam ahead, there is also a brutal serial killer on the loose. Dubbed the "Zip Line Killer," he
has been terrorizing women on the island, strangling them with a zip line, for over a year, while staying safely
out of reach of the authorities. Can he finally be brought to justice or will he strike again? Her Majesty Queen
Liliuokalani Language: Library of Alexandria Format Available: Funds for the cause were solicited by the
reigning sovereigns in person, and the hospital building was completed in Very near to its site, on Sept. My
great-grandfather, Keawe-a-Heulu, the founder of the dynasty of the Kamehamehas, the Keoua, father of
Kamehameha I. She plucked the sacred berries from the borders of the volcano, descended to the boiling lava,
and there, while singing Christian hymns, threw them into the lake of fire. This was the act which broke
forever the power of Pele, the fire-goddess, over the hearts of her people. Those interested in genealogies are
referred to the tables at the close of this volume, which show the descent of our family from the highest chiefs
of ancient days. It has often happened in the history of nations that the most eminent men have won the crown,
and then, instead of ascending the throne, have placed the executive office in the hands of another. This
indebtedness was fully recognized during the life of that monarch.
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Pet Reservations In cases of extreme temperatures, Hawaiian Airlines reserves the right to restrict the
transportation of your pet in cargo. Hawaiian Airlines limits the number of animals on each flight. They
recommend that you reserve a ticket for yourself and your pet as soon as possible after confirming your travel
plans. You can call them directly at and advise the agent that you are traveling with your pet. All animal
kennels are subject to inspection and approval by Hawaiian Airlines. Pets in the Cabin Hawaiian Airlines
welcomes small dogs and cats to fly in the passenger cabin on inter-island flights and flights leaving the State
of Hawaii, as long as the combined weight of the pet and carrier does not exceed 25 lbs 11 kg. Each passenger
can travel with 1 carrier. Only 1 animal is permitted in each carrier, except for 2 puppies or kittens from the
same litter or breed. Pets in Checked Baggage Hawaiian Airlines welcomes dogs, cats, and household birds to
be transported as checked baggage if the combined weight of the pet and carrier is under 70 lbs 32 kg. Pets in
Cargo If the weight of your pet exceeds the weight limit permitted in the hold or Fido is traveling alone, you
can transport them with Hawaiian Airlines Cargo Department. Contact them directly at for more information.
Carrier Guidelines For pets traveling in the passenger cabin, carriers must be soft-sided, leak proof, and large
enough to allow the animal to sit, stand upright, turn, and lay down in a natural position. They must not exceed
the dimensions of 16" x 10" x 9. The animal is required to stay in the carrier throughout the journey. For pets
traveling as checked baggage, kennels must be hard-sided. The maximum size for kennels in the hold is 36" x
24" x 26" 91 cm x 60 cm x 66 cm for aircraft and 40" x 27" x 30" cm x 68 cm x 76 cm for aircraft. Other
Restrictions Snub-nosed dog and cat breeds short-nosed are discouraged from traveling with Hawaiian
Airlines. Everyone on the plane left Poxy he laid on my lap the whole time a little tad of Xanax prescribed by
the veterinarian did wonders. The quarantine station in Honolulu was terrifying but Hawaiian Airlines took me
there in their van and helped me out and before I knew it Poxy was out of quarantine within minutes! No one
gave me a hassle about the paperwork no one said a word as I walked him around the airport on his leash no
one said a thing on the plane except how cute and that was about it everything went perfect! Not Pet Friendly
Filed a federal complaint against Hawaiian. I checked in 3 hours before my flight from San Diego to Honolulu
and they made me wait 2 hours while they went to process authorization. They then said they would make an
exception and let me fly. I should have made them not make the exception as the Federal complaint was
excused because the airline did allow me to fly. Big deal, they just got away with discrimination and will
continue to do this over and over again. They have no become my go to airline!! After explaining my pet was
over 8 weeks old and missing my flight I find out that no where does it say pets need to be 8 weeks old. We
have actually decided to not fly Hawaiian anymore into Hawaii because they will not allow,our dogs in the
cabin with us. The people you get on the phone when you call their number simply say it is "Hawaii State
Law". I tried to explain to them that the Hawaii State Department of Agriculture told me directly that is not
true. Alaska Airlines does allow small dogs to fly in the cabin with you coming into Hawaii. I hate to change
Airlines, but my babies are too important to put through that kind of trauma. Terrified After the tremendous
amount of paperwork Hawaii requires to bring your dog you would certainly expect Hawaiian Aire to
accommodate travelers with their beloved pets. We are moving the Maui with our two dogs but am thinking
twice of travelling Hawaiian Air. Maui airport is the worst I fly back and forth from oahu to maui at least once
or twice a month and always fly w my dog as an emmotional support animal. I purchased a Noa pass which
allows me 60 segments for the same price at anytime. I usually book my ticket 3 or 4 hrs prior to leaving.
Flying w my dog is not a problem leaving honolulu. I usually call in to notify them I will be flying w her the
moment I get my ticket. At the counter in honolulu, they follow procedure and do the checklist for my letter.
They approve the letter, because I got it written exactly how they want it that process is a whole other story
and they send me on my way. However, on Maui, they have consistently given me issues. They take my letter
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in the back and review it for over 20 mins leaving me w no one to talk to. They then say they need to review it
w their supervisors and send the letter to someone up top. Honolulu does not to this, their staff are trained to
process the letter. They are rude on maui. They tell me I need to not only call but also send in a copy of the
letter 48 hrs in advance. This is not possible for people who travel frequently between islands and often book
their flight only a fews hrs in advance. Honest people, who are trying to follow the rules which constantly
chance should not be treated this way. It is obvious that hawaiian airlines is trying to discourage people from
flying w pets. Further, this ridiculous policy that they have come up w is not mandated by the federal
government. There is no one to talk to at hawaiian airlines about this issue. You are at the mercy of the staff at
the check in desk. Even when u get your ducks in a row and follow their procedures, they come up w
something else. This complaint is only directed at the staff at maui airport and this woman Kristen foster.
Honolulu staff have been nothing but professional and kind. I hope hawaiian airlines looks into the rude
behavior and irrational policies coming from the maui staff and Kristen foster. Not accomodating Pet I was to
travel Alaska originally which had electrical problems. They purchased a ticket on Hawwaiian to
accommodate me with my 4 lb chuahua. I was attempting to make my schedule with quarantine on a direct
release from Las Vegas to Kahului HI. Instead I ran back to Alaska which was great in the end. I showed all
my paperwork for the 5 day or direct release program which should have sufficed. Happy, happy ,happy I
found the Hawaiian Airlines employees to be very friendly and helpful , I shipped my lb. It took only a few
minutes to check him in. He arrived happy and healthy. This is why i am writing another review if it keeps
anyone else from going what we went through its worth it. My dogs flight from Seattle to Hilo was 16 hours.
When i got to Oahu i ended up with a 5 hour wait to go to Hilo I tried to bump my dog to a earlier flight and
was told i could. Was told to get a big cart and bring him from agriculture to the counter, after looking for a
half hour for the cart only to be told i was that i could not use them, went back to tIcket counter only to have a
new employee there who told me i could not bump him up and wanted to know who told me that. I wanted her
to try and reach cargo as they were closed on the weekend which it was she would not and told me my dog
was not flying from Oahu to Hilo in baggage because no dogs do. At that time i told her i was booked to Hilo
through cargo and she wanted proof, cargo does not give you inter Island paperwork till you arrive at cargo so
i had nothing to show her for the second half of the flight to Hilo. I think at this point she thought I was lying
as she became rude, and nasty. I asked her where cargo was and she said at cargo i then again asked her where
cargo was and she again nastily said at cargo, i then where is cargo located and she raised her voice and said at
cargo. As i was walking away a employee whispered to me its on Elliott st. I then spent then next hour trying
find a place to stay for the weekend in Oahu since the supervisor told me my dog was not flying and it was the
weekend and when you call cargo it said it was closed could not find any opening to stay that would take a
dog. I then called my husband in Hilo in tears telling him that i was more than likely going to rent a van and
spend the weekend in a parking lot with our dog till i could talk to someone at cargo on monday. I then called
a taxi and the driver was incredible he could tell i was very distressed and i told him what was happening and
he told me dogs fly out of cargo all the time to Hilo and that cargo was open for dogs going out. He also told
me that if for some reason they were not open he would help me so i did not have to sleep in a rented van. He
also took my dog to a dog park so he could get out of his kennel for a short time. He took me to cargo and they
were expecting and waiting for my dog and yes my dog was flying in baggage to Hilo just like I told the
supervisor at Hawaiian. Saddest of all was that the Hawaiian supervisor could have reached cargo and it would
have been cleared up instead she chose not to help me and on top of it treat me very rudely. I complained to
Hawaiian airline and they came back and said it was a misunderstanding and gave me miles. No apology for
the treatment i received from her. They allow you to put you dog on right before the flight, no 3 hours early in
cargo which is just plain cruel. A vet meets us in Kona and inspects our dogs paperwork and then we drive to
Hilo. I do not think Hawaiian should be allowed to fly pets especially when they are unwilling to help you if
there is a problem. More than anything i am glad our dog survived, he was so traumatized it was horrifying. It
was one of the most traumatizing thing I have been through. I take responsibilty for using Hawaiian cargo and
learned a hard lesson from it never again. We even canceled our Hawaiian credit card. When we boarded we
told the flight attendant that we had 2 dogs in cargo. He went to check that they were boarded, then went to
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check himself. They were under the pilots where the fresh air comes in and they kept the light on for them.
When we got them from the animal office -they were ready for release as soon as we landed, got our bags and
got to the office. They were very helpful in making our and our dogs flights very comfortable. And we had
confirmed with reservation that we would be bringing a small dog. Because according to him the letter from
the licensed therapist did not have the absolute exact wording. He suggested checking our dog into cargo and
admitted that yes dogs have died in cargo. So my wife and our dog stayed behind making it impossible for us
to go on vacation together.
Chapter 7 : How to Get Another Copy of a Name Change Certificate | LegalZoom Legal Info
Vog is the term that refers to the hazy air pollution caused by volcanic emissions from Kilauea Volcano on Hawaii (Big)
Island. Think of it as volcanic smog, composed of carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, water vapor and fine acid particles.

Chapter 8 : Business Registration | Online Services
Lee, a Hawaiian fireknife dancer, was a talented song stylist and entertainer, but his legacy is his work as a composer,
with more than 40 song credits to his name.

Chapter 9 : Hawaii Best of Hawaii Tourism - TripAdvisor
Hawaii Jewelry We design and manufacture the latest style of Hawaiian heirloom jewelry. If you don't see the fashion
and style that you are searching for, Please visit again soon, We are constantly updating our products.
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